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Smoking, Pregnancy and Publicity 
THE appearance of a news story last week opening with 
the statement that cigarette smoking during pregnancy 
"caused the deaths of 1,500 babies in Britain last year" 
was bound to be received by scientists with a certain 
cynicism that this was just another case of the heat of the 
media metamorphosing an author's possibility into 
certainty. This turned out not to be so. 

The occasion for the story was the publication in 
Concern, the journal of the National Children's Bureau, 
of an article by Mr Harvey Goldstein. It was obvious on 
reading this article that Mr Goldstein was very accurately 
reported. And furthermore he was quoting in Concern 
his own research results, published with Professor N. R. 
Butler and Mr E. M. Ross in the British Medical Journal 
of April 15, 1972. In that paper the authors concluded 
"an estimate can be made of the potential saving in new
born lives per year if all these women [regular smokers] 
could be persuaded to stop smoking during pregnancy. 
With the 1970 overall foetal and neonatal mortality rates, 
this might amount to a saving of approximately 1,500 
babies each year ... ". Slightly different from the Concern 
version, and a lawyer would not like the ambiguous 
"potential", but it is clear that the sense of the learned 
paper was accurately conveyed in the press. 

Is their conclusion true and if true is it necessarily 
good to advise a pregnant mother to stop smoking? 

The paper is a compilation of statistics from 17,000 
births in one week in 1958 (before much publicity had 
been given to health risks in smoking) and 7,000 late 
foetal and neonatal deaths from a three-month period in 
the same year. Cigarette smoking is parametrized by the 
number smoked daily both before pregnancy and after 
the fourth month. An attempt is made to allow for 
"mediating" variables such as social class, maternal age 
and height and so on. Two analyses are made-one of 
perinatal death rates, the other of birth weight of live 
babies, both being functions of the two variables-number 
smoked before and during pregnancy. 

The analyses show the following: (i) that of those who 
do not change their habits, the non-smokers have heavier 
babies which are less prone to perinatal fatalities (the 
death rate is 30% higher amongst heavy smokers than 
non-smokers) ; (ii) those who start smoking in pregnancy 
tend to have lighter babies with more fatalities ; and (iii) 
those who stop, likewise tend to have heavier babies and 
less fatalities. One more feature, not mentioned by the 
authors, is that it seems that if five or more cigarettes are 
smoked daily in the latter part of pregnancy, life and 
weight prospects are independent of the number smoked, 
so cutting down to five does not improve things. The 
figures are clearly presented and are well worth close 
scrutiny ; one may doubt that the populations of those 
who make extreme changes in habits are big enough to 
say very much, but the data have a general ring of 
credibility to them. 

Alas, the authors felt constrained to draw the conclu
sion for health education that we have already quoted 

and Mr Goldstein chooses to put it into even plainer 
words. 

It must be said that researchers into cigarette smoking 
would regard this as an unsatisfactory experiment. They 
would want to know a lot more about the behaviour of 
the smoker than is given, and in particular they would be 
very interested in those who gave up smoking entirely 
during pregnancy. What had their smoking habits been 
like before? It must be remembered that these were in 
no sense controlled observations-the observer could not 
designate at random who was required to cut down and 
since this was the 1950s there were fewer social pressures 
on the smokers. Thus the only people who stopped 
were those who found it no problem to do so and could 
perhaps see advantages to it, such as saving money on 
approaching an expensive time. In other words, the 
social smoker who probably did not inhale, certainly not 
the smoker who needed cigarettes to calm nerves. Lack 
of control over the observations undoubtedly led to 
personality entering in as a variable. The woman who can 
give up smoking easily is a different type of person from 
the one who cannot, and for all we know may be less prone 
to perinatal fatality and light babies. There is a danger in 
all statistical studies in moving from parameters to the 
physical world-we can infer that a die is most likely 
biased but we cannot infer how this is actually done. We 
can likewise infer that those who gave up smoking on 
average improved their children's health prospects but we 
cannot, from statistics, infer how or even that smoking is 
the key to it. 

What should the public be told? Those who can stop 
smoking during pregnancy should be given every en
couragement. But no social pressure should be brought 
to bear on those who do not wish to or are unable to stop. 
This study has not shown that the 1,500 babies could be 
saved because it has not shown that compulsory abstention 
produces the same sort of statistics as voluntary absten
tion. In fact, the later stages of pregnancy seem no time 
to try to break the habit, with all the well-known tensions 
that usually implies. Further, there is a serious problem 
in hindsight publicity. It is natural that every mother 
who smokes, who has lost a child and who hears of this 
study will assume a connexion between smoking and the 
death in her own family, although the background of 
"natural" fatalities is three times bigger than the incre
ment attributed to the smoking mother. It is not clear 
that it makes any psychological sense to expose her to 
guilt feelings. 

Pregnancy is a time of heightened emotion, change in 
life-style (often including loss of earnings) and well
meaning advice. Mothers-to-be have always been under 
pressure to avoid excessive weight gains and this pressure, 
it is well known, frequently causes distress. Cigarettes 
often keep both weight and nerves under control-it 
is quite possible that advice to stop smoking may 
have exactly the wrong effect on the mother's total 
health. 
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